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Abstract. Coal mine blasting equipment library intelligent management to regulate store of blasting 
equipment through real-time monitoring of blasting equipment storage environment (temperature, 
humidity, pressure and vibration). Using fingerprint identification to open the door, by computer or 
mobile phone remote for authorization. The behavior of open or close door and real-time 
monitoring data recorded by the computer system for the record. TCP/IP module interface circuit to 
make the system communication more safe and reliable. Design of TCP/IP module interface circuit 
run normally through test.  

System architecture 
The intelligent management system of the explosive device database is made up of the computer 

access control system (lower machine)installed on the database, the database in the server and the 
management terminal software( management system or PC) in PC[1]. The management terminal 
software is set up to four kinds of users: the leader, the system administrator, the security officer, the 
warehouse keeper. As shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig.1. Intelligent management system architecture diagram of explosive magazine 
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Graphic description 
① The two box area of the lower part of the diagram are the area of the blasting equipment area, 

and the other area is the office area. 
② Communication lines between the equipment in the reservoir area with the construction, the 

black line in the picture is a communication line, and the arrow represents the direction of data 
transmission 

③ The communication line between the reservoir area and the office area separate laying. 
④ The communication line in the reservoir area is twisted-pair, and if the distance between the 

reservoir and the office area is far away, it is difficult to lay,the fiber optic cable needed to use. 
⑤ Management terminal software of explosive devices needed to be installed in All PC, and 

the software of the terminal software can be assigned different operating rights according to 
different job responsibilities. 

The monitoring and access management of explosive magazine and shot house in the reservoir 
area are controlled by the lower computer.The lower computer has the function of temperature and 
humidity, vibration response, time out alarm, fingerprint identification, electromagnetic lock control, 
data transmission and other functions,and it is controlled by single chip microcomputer[2]. System 
structure as shown in Fig. 2. 

 
  Fig.2. Lower computer system structure 

In the duty room, there have a control device with stable performance. Its main function is to 
receive data from the lower computer and to send a lock command to the lower computer. The 
controller which use single-chip microcomputer technology can improve the reliability and security 
of the whole system. The main functions are fingerprint identification, information processing 
ability, data receiving and sending, alarm function, GSM communication, PC communication, 
human-computer interaction, etc.   The function of network management and control can be 
achieved through server and server connectionin in the duty room. The function of single computer 
management and control can be achieved by a single computer and the controller connection, 
including the development and research of communication protocol, the design of authorization 
mode, the real time record of environmental parameters, and the development of the function of the 
record of explosive devices, the alarm record and the system fault self diagnosis. PC system to 
adopt C/S architecture, friendly interface, easy to control, the main function has a record of 
warehouse management, user management, temperature and humidity real-time, library door status 
real-time monitoring, inventory management, rights management, line condition monitoring, log 
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management, query statistics, report forms printing, system configuration parameters, etc[3] . 

TCP/IP module interface circuit 
Circuit structure as shown in fig. 3 
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Fig. 3   TCP/IP module interface circuit 
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Indicator light can display data transmission direction, very convenient debugging. 
Technical parameters 
CPU : 32bits ARM; RAM: 64KB; Flash: 256KB; LAN: 100M/10Mbps, self-adaption, 1.5kV 

isolation protection conform to IEEE802.3 10BASE-T and 802.3u 100BASE-TX standards,   
Support the ARP, IP, ICMP, TCP, UDP and TCP/IP protocol. 

Serial communication parameters: baud rate, Support 300bps to 115200bps,data 
bit:5,6,7,8;examine: Even, Odd, Mark, Space, None; stop bit:1,1.5,2;flow control: CTS/RTS, 
XON/XOFF, None 

Transmission distance: RS485/422 connector 1200m; RS232 connector 15m 
The problems of library management system research are functions complexity and technical 

advances. 
1). Data transfer protocol between the upper and lower computer is needed. System protocol for 

the study of management system to achieve more than 60. 
2). Data transmission format, the system of research and development are all adopt ASCII code 

for data transmission. 
3). Read data from various forming products, such as the data read from the fingerprint machine, 

the data will be read out in various sensors. 
4). UDP connection mode was adopted between upper and lower computer, the data 

transmission is higher, and the power consumption of the lower machine is reduced. User data 
protocol is a simple protocol for the transport layer for the data, UDP does not provide reliability, 
which send out the data that application program sent to IP layer, but can not guarantee that they 
can reach the destination. Because UDP does not establish a connection between the client and the 
server in the transmission data reported before, and no overtime retransmission mechanism, 
transmission speed is very fast. 

Establishment and application of equipment warehouse  
1).Build a new warehouse for initialization configuration, the mouse click warehouse 

management, then click  button, the new warehouse dialog will popup as follow. 
After above information is completed, click the mouse. The information that new warehouse 

success will be prompted, the new warehouse successfully. 
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2). IP address and warehouse number binding  
In the new warehouse interface, the mouse click the binding button. After a short time, it will 

popup the reminder warehouse number binding success, it indicates that the binding information 
was sent down to the warehouse control system[5]. At this point, click OK, shown as the following 
figure:  

 

Part of the program about system operation    
/*******************************************\ 

|* function: serial port initialization        *|  
\********************************************/ 
void InitUART(void) 
  {  
    //BRT=0xfd; 

// independent baud rate generator was selected at first  
    SCON = 0x50; //SM0 SM1 SM2 REN TB8 RB8 TI RI //0 1 0 1 0 0 0   
    S2CON=0x50; 

BRT=0xfd; 
AUXR=0x11; 

  RI=0; // Clear flag about receiver interrupt  
TI=0; 

  ES=1; // Allow serial interrupt    
    //TR1=1; 
  EA=1;//  
   }   
/********************************************\ 
|* function: Serial transmission function    *|  
\********************************************/ 
void UARTSend(char UCHAR) 
  { 
    TI=0; 
    SBUF=UCHAR; 
    while(TI==0); 
    TI=0; 
} 
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/********************************************\ 
|* function: Serial 2 transmission function *|  
 
\********************************************/ 
void UART2Send(char UCHAR) 
{ 
    S2CON&=0xFD; 
    S2BUF=UCHAR; 
    while((S2CON&0x02)==0); 
    S2CON&=0xFD; 
} 
/********************************************\ 
|* function: Send check failed             *| 
\********************************************/ 
void Back_Error_Code() 
{ 
   uchar errorii; 
   for(errorii=0;errorii<10;errorii++) 
     UARTSend(check_wrong[errorii]); 
} 
//**************************** Send check failed 

Conclusion 
After experiment, the TCP/IP module interface circuit design of coal mine blasting equipment 

intelligent management system, intelligent control in the storage and use of the explosive devices is 
realized and stable operation, the expected parameters and the expected purpose can achieve, the 
design greatly improved the security and reliability of system. 
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